
CHAPTER 1 

JAVA 7 FEATURES 
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OBJECTIVES 

After completing “Java 7 Features,” you will be able to: 

 Identify and use new features of the Java language available 
as of the 7th edition: 

 Binary literals and underscore separators in integer literals 

 switch/case using Strings 

 Inferred type arguments when initializing generics 

 Catching multiple exceptions 

 Try-with-resources 
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Tools 

 Our primary tools for hands-on exercises in this course are: 

 The Java SE 8 developer’s kit 

 The Eclipse integrated development environment (IDE) 

 These tools should all be installed on your system, along with 
the lab software. 

 The lab software supports two modes of operation: 

 Integrated building, deployment, and testing, using Eclipse 

 Command-line builds using prepared scripts 

 We’ll provide instructions for each approach separately on the 
next few pages. 

 Most students will prefer to use Eclipse for hands-on exercises, 
and where there are differences in practice we will lean in the 
direction of using the IDE. 
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Environment: Ant and the Command Line 

 To work from the Windows/DOS command line, start by 
finding the script 
Capstone\Java7\Admin\SetEnvironment.bat: 

set JAVA_HOME=c:\Java8 
PATH="%JAVA_HOME%\bin";c:\Windows\System32;%~dp0 
 

 Edit this file now only if your JDK is installed somewhere other 
than c:\Java8. 

 Once you’ve made any necessary tweaks, run the batch file: 
SetEnvironment 
 

 Be sure to run this in any DOS console that you use; environment 
variables defined in one console are not exported to the whole OS. 

 Or, just use the start command from one console to get another 
with the same environment. 
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Environment: Ant and the Command Line 

 For Mac, Linux, and other systems, you can use the script 
Capstone/Java7/Admin/SetEnvironment: 

export JAVA_HOME=$(/usr/libexec/java_home) 
PATH=$PATH:$JAVA_HOME/bin 
  :$HOME/Capstone/Java7/Admin 
 

 You may want to edit this file, for example if your default Java 
home is not the JDK 8 used in this course. 

 The path will need attention, too, if you installed somewhere other 
than your $HOME directory. 

 Be sure to source the script so it affects your current shell. 

 Or, set environment by your own preferred method (profile, 
.bashrc, etc.) – just assure that the following environment 
variables are set globally: 

 JAVA_HOME must be set to the root of your JDK 8. 

 The executable path must include the Java bin directory and 
Capstone/Java7/Admin. 
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Environment: Eclipse 

 When starting Eclipse, you can select the prepared workspace 
for this course module at: 

Capstone/Java7 
 

 You’ll see a tree of working sets and projects in the Project 
Explorer – one project for each exercise in the course. 

 There is a resource project Docs. 

 Most projects start out closed, and build automatically is set, so 
it’s good to keep the number of open projects to a minimum. 
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Migrating from Java 6 

 Our course on Migrating to Java 8 begins with a smaller step, 
and that is from Java 6 to Java 7. 

 If you are already completely familiar with the features 
mentioned on the previous page, you can skip this chapter and 
move ahead to Chapter 2. 

 Note that everything in this chapter will compile and run on 
either a JDK 7 or JDK 8. 
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New Options for Numeric Literals 

 A Java 7 compiler will understand binary literals as prefixed 
with the characters 0b. 

0b01111111 0b0101010101010101L 
0b111 0b10101010L 

 

 Also, in decimal literal representations, it is now legal to 
include underscore characters. 

1_000_000 1234_5678_2345_6789L 
 

 The underscores have no functional significance at all, and the 
number is understood by the compiler just as it would have been 
without the underscore characters. 

 The intent is to allow the programmer to break up the digits of a 
longer number, in threes or perhaps fours, for clarity. 
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Data Types 

 The application in DataTypes goes through a series of 
exercises on each of primitive types, along with enumerations. 

 It declares a variable of the appropriate type. 

 It explores legal assignments to the variable. 

 Some illegal assignments are commented out. 

 It prints the final value to the console.  

short s = 7; 
s = 32767;  // this is 2 ^ 15 - 1 
s = -32768; // this is negative 2 ^ 15 
  // Would not compile: s = 32768; (this is 2 ^ 15) 
  // Would not compile: s = -65000; 
System.out.println  
  ("Final value of short   s  = " + s); 
 

 Note the use of binary literals to initialize the byte b:  
byte b = 0; 
b = (byte) 0b01111111;  // this is 2 ^ 7 - 1 
b = (byte) 0b10000000;  // this is negative 2 ^ 7 
 

 And see the embedded underscore characters in a few of the 
integer literals: 

l =  9_223_372_036_854_775_807L; 
l = -9_223_372_036_854_775_808L; 

EXAMPLE 
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Data Types 

 As with all projects in this course, two scripts have been 
prepared: 

 A compile script (compile.bat for Windows/DOS or compile for 
Linux, Mac, and other UNIX systems) to compile the source code 
in .java files to bytecode in .class files 

 A run script (run.bat or run) to launch the application class in a 
new JVM 

 So you can use these two in sequence to test this application – 
or, let Eclipse auto-build the project when you open it, and then 
right-click the .java file and Run As | Java Application. 

Final value of byte    b  = -128 
Final value of short   s  = -32768 
Final value of int     i  = -2147483648 
Final value of long    l  = -9223372036854775808 
Final value of float   f  = -5.4E-5 
Final value of double  d  = 1.844674407370955E7 
Final value of char    c  = * 
Final value of boolean bo = false 
 
Legal value ranges: 
  Byte    -128 to 127 
  Short   -32768 to 32767 
  Integer -2147483648 to 2147483647 
  Long    -9223372036854775808 to 
9223372036854775807 
  Float   1.4E-45 to 3.4028235E38 
  Double  4.9E-324 to 1.7976931348623157E308 

EXAMPLE 
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switch/case on Strings 

 As of Java 7, it is legal to use a string expression as the selector 
for a switch/case structure: 

switch (myString) 
{ 
case "Option1": 
case "Option2": 
  doVariousThings (); 
  break; 
 
case "OtherThingEntirely": 
  doOtherThings (); 
  break; 
 
default: 
  fallBack (); 
} 
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Command Processing 

 In Browser_Java7, the Browser class implements a 
command-line user interface to viewing a set of data in pages. 

 It lets the user enter commands including “next”, “previous”, 
“first”, “last”, and “quit”. 

 It drives the presentation of data pages by a set of callbacks – and 
as such it will be one of our exercises in functional programming, 
in the following chapter. 

 For now the callbacks are all implemented in a class Pages, using 
anonymous classes. 

 See src/cc/tools/Browser.java and see in the main method 
how it selects the right processing for a given command. 

 Notice that we force the string to lowercase as a way of testing 
commands insensitive to case: 

  switch (command.toLowerCase ()) 
  { 
  case "next": 
      if (page < pages) { ... } 
      else ... 
      break; 
  ... 
  case "quit": 
      running = false; 
      processed = true; 
      break; 
 
  default: 
      System.out.println ("Couldn't understand..."); 
  } 

EXAMPLE 
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Inferring Type Arguments 

 Java 7 compilers will also make an effort to infer the type 
arguments in an expression that satisfies a generic-type 
expectation. 

 This is sometimes known as “the diamond operator” although 
technically it is not an operator in the language grammar. 

 The most obvious and most common example of this inference 
occurs when you need to initialize a parameterized object 
reference with a new instance of a parameterized object: 

List<String> = new ArrayList<> (); 
 

 The compiler figures out that you must mean ArrayList<String>, 
and saves you the trouble. 

 You can do the same thing when passing an argument to a 
parameterized method parameter: 

public void foo (Map<Integer, MyClass> map) { ... } 
 
foo (new TreeMap<> ()); 
 

 And you can return an un-parameterized instance for a method 
whose return type is fully specified: 

public List<MyClass> foo () 
{ 
  return new ArrayList<> (); 
} 
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Inferring Type Arguments 

 The compiler’s ability to infer the correct type argument 
extends only so far – essentially, to the limits of the statement 
in which the generic type is being used. 

 Inference is based on a clear type expectation, usually 
established in one of the ways described on the previous page; 
and it must be possible to evaluate that statement completely, 
and with no lingering questions about the type arguments. 

 For example, it’s too much to ask the compiler to figure this one 
out: 

public List<MyClass> buildList () 
{ 
  List<> result = new ArrayList<> (); 
  result.add (new MyClass ("Object state")); 
  return result; 
} 
 

 Neither the fact that result ultimately is used as the return value 
for the method nor the call to result.add in the second line of the 
method develops a type expectation in the first line where result is 
declared. 

 The ArrayList<> type to the right of the equals sign would be okay 
if the left side were List<MyClass> – or List<Anything> actually, 
at least for that first line to compile. 
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Type-Inference Examples 

 Scores_Step1 illustrates the use of the diamond operator – 
see src/Scores.java: 

public class Scores 
{ 
  public static void main (String[] args) 
  { 
    List<Record> scores = new ArrayList<> (10); 
    scores.add (new Record ("Suzie Q", 76)); 
    scores.add (new Record ("Peggy Fosnacht", 91)); 
    ... 
 

 In this case, we know the expected size of the list and so we do 
provide a capacity value to the constructor. 

 But we don’t need to specify that it’s an array list of Records. 

EXAMPLE 
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Type-Inference Examples 

 Cars_Step1 shows a slightly more involved use case. 

 See src/cc/cars/Persistence.java, specifically loadCars: 
  public List<Car> loadCars() 
  { 
    List<Car> result = new ArrayList<>(); 
    addCar (result, "Toyota", "Prius", ...); 
    ... 
    return result; 
  } 
 

 This method illustrates the inference limitations mentioned on the 
previous page: for example, try removing the type argument from 
List<Car>, and see that the compiler is flummoxed. 

 You could change the return value to a new ArrayList<>, and the 
compiler would know what you meant – though it wouldn’t be of 
much use. 

 Similarly, you could pass a new ArrayList<> to addCar, because 
the signature of that method sets clear expectations for the type 
parameter. 

 Again, probably not much good to do so, but if for example a 
method were to return the newly-populated collection, then it 
might be a useful syntax. 

EXAMPLE 
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Catching Multiple Exception Types 

 As of Java 7 there is a new option to catch multiple exception 
types in a single block. 

 List any number of exception types, separated by the vertical bar 
character: 

public void makeHimDoSomething () 
{ 
  bumbleAlong (); 
  try 
  { 
    doSomething  (); 
    System.out.println ("Success!"); 
  } 
  catch (MyException | YourException ex) 
  { 
    System.out.println ("Caught one."); 
  } 
} 
 

 This is useful where you want to do basically the same things in 
response to several possible sorts of failure – IO, network, 
syntax failure, etc. – as part of a complex process. 

 The compile-time type of the argument is the most-derived 
common base type of those in the list. 

 If you need to work with specifics of the individual exception 
types, use instanceof testing, or just go back to separate catch 
blocks for each. 
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try-with-resources 

 Probably the most compelling Java-7 feature is the new option 
for managing resources that would not simply be garbage-
collected in case of failure due to a thrown exception. 

 The traditional means of dealing with such a resource – and 
you’ll be familiar with this if you’ve done any work with files 
and I/O streams, or JDBC programming – is a finally block. 

 This is guaranteed to be called in any case at runtime, and so is a 
good place for cleanup code. 

 The more facile approach now is to “try with resources,” 
initializing local variables for your try block in a special 
parenthesized statement list: 

try (OutputStream out =  
      new FileOutputStream ("myfile.txt")) 
{ 
  out.write (...); 
  ... 
} 
 

 With this new construction, there is no need for a finally block to 
clean up the stream and underlying file object. 

 Indeed, this is the only way in which a try block can stand alone, 
with no catch or finally (though those are still legal). 

 For this to work, all local variables thus initialized must be of a 
type that implements a new interface java.lang.AutoCloseable. 

 That interface’s close method will be called automatically on any 
exit from the try block – normal or exceptional. 
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Auto-Closing 

 We’ll see more interesting examples of this feature once we 
have some resources worth closing! 

 But see AutoClose for a trivial example. 

 src/cc/ex/MyResource.java defines a class that implements 
the necessary interface: 

public class MyResource 
  implements AutoCloseable 
{ 
  public void parse (String text) 
  { 
    char c = ' '; 
    for (int i = 0; i < 5; ++i) 
      c = text.charAt (i); 
  } 
     
  public void close () 
  { 
    System.out.println  
      ("I was closed automatically!"); 
  } 
} 
 

 The parse method is dangerous: it will fail if given a string of less 
than five characters. 

 The class implements the close method as required. 

EXAMPLE 
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Auto-Closing 

 In src/cc/ex/MyCaller.java, a block of code uses an instance 
of this resource class, and takes advantage of try-with-resources 
to be sure that it will be closed when done: 

public class MyCaller 
{ 
  public static void main (String[] args) 
  { 
    String text =  
      args.length != 0 ? args[0] : "Long enough"; 
         
    try ( MyResource res = new MyResource (); ) 
    { 
      res.parse (text); 
    } 
  } 
} 
 

 The call to parse will succeed in some runs of the program, fail in 
others. 

 But the resource will be cleaned up regardless. 

 Give this a quick test: 
run 
I was closed automatically! 
 
run bop 
I was closed automatically! 
Exception in thread "main" 
java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException: String 
index out of range: 3 

EXAMPLE 
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Exception Handling 

Suggested time: 30-45 minutes 

In this lab you will refactor a few parts of an application that 
manages reservations for a restaurant. The application already does 
basic file I/O and uses the traditional try/catch/finally approach to 
assuring that the file object is closed. You will refactor to use try-
with-resources, and also consolidate two of the catch blocks into 
one using the ability in Java 7 to catch multiple exception types. 

Then you will observe a latent bug or limitation in the application: 
the main component must be told to commit any in-memory 
changes to the underlying file, and it’s possible to lose updates in 
case of certain exceptions. You will apply try-with-resources at this 
level as well, and this will require that you make the main 
component implement AutoCloseable. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 1 
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SUMMARY 

 Java 7 is not a game-changing update, the way Java 5 was 
(and the way Java 8 arguably will be). 

 It brings a few welcome enhancements to the language, and 
the most compelling of these have to do with exception 
handling. 

 If there is a shortcoming in the try-with-resources feature, it 
is one for which the Java language expert group can’t be 
blamed: namely that not enough other specifications have 
adopted it yet! 

 File I/O and JDBC use it, and each makes a compelling case for 
having the feature in the Java language. 

 Various Java EE specifications – perhaps most notably the Java 
Persistence API, or JPA – have yet to take advantage by making their 
“closeable” classes AutoCloseable. 


